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Product key: 31Fe6uEXY5aj9 Select License: Win32 Enter activation code:
F4B30B6D-80E6-4E45-9A7A-9E3BA2FA35C3Share on The ‘Official’ cast for the final
season of Game of Thrones has been revealed in the latest issue of Entertainment
Weekly. In what is presumably the last month of the show, Game of Thrones is
premiering a special episode this Sunday to prepare us for the series’ end. In the
magazine, the series comes to an end with a report from Grace of Ice and Fire, telling
of the beginning of the end for the “King of Westeros.” There’s also an interview with
Kit Harington who talks about his final moments filming the final episode of the show.
‘In the books, it’s very ambiguous,” Harington told EW about the ending of Game of
Thrones. “I don’t know. I just hope it’s as interesting as it can possibly be. It ends with a
sort of startling double cliffhanger, which is kind of exciting and also sad. It’s the way
that it should end. “The way this show was written was with a lot of ambiguity. We
weren’t quite sure who was going to win at the end of the episode, and we wanted to
keep the audience guessing. The finale will do that.” In the show, the Iron Throne has
fallen, and the big question is who will sit on it. According to Harington’s interview with
EW, there will be a focus on the next generation of what could be the new family that
rules Westeros as the Iron Throne is now gone. “We’re introduced to a new character
called Daenerys Stormborn,” he continued. “She’s an interesting character, who
obviously has a story that will play out over the next several seasons, so we’re excited
to see where she goes. We see Jon Snow’s journey, we see Brienne becoming a woman,
and we see Sansa going to the Wall and proving herself. The narrative is going to get
more and more complex. “It’s like anything in life:
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